Software Development Engineer (C/C++) – Eden Prairie, MN

Want to work in an environment where each day is focused on delivering solutions that make a real difference in people’s lives? Where teams are constantly curious and different perspectives and experiences are valued? At Dell, we believe technology is essential for human success and that it should be accessible to everyone. We are constantly evolving to better serve our customers, seize new opportunities and drive growth. Together we can change the world. Come join us. For more information, visit us at www.dell.com.

About the Software Team

Come join a cutting edge team working on innovative software projects. The Dell Compellent Storage Group has software development opportunities in the Core Technology Software team focusing on Dell Compellent’s Storage Area Network (Storage Center).

Principal Accountabilities
- Design, enhance, and support high throughput caching within clustered architectures.
- Responsible for code reviews and associated documentation.

We are looking for candidates with a passion for technology, an open mind, and the desire to learn new things. In particular, we are looking for the following qualifications and skills:

- BS in Computer Science or equivalent
- Practical or Educational experience in developing C/C++ applications
- Knowledge of Object Oriented Analysis / Design and Standard Design Patterns
- Some knowledge of systems utilizing Cache and Clustering services.
- General OS knowledge

Preferences:
- Basic knowledge of the Software Development Cycle
- Knowledge of Microsoft Office tools
- Good written and oral communication skills
- Good Teamwork Skills – the ability to work in a team environment
- Some Presentation Skills

Dell offers
- Opportunity to work with a strong brand at one of the world's largest IT solutions providers
- Dynamic, challenging, international work environment
- A team with a high level of energy, integrity and motivation to win
- Exciting internal career opportunities
- A commitment to diversity and inclusion
- Competitive compensation including bonus plans & a great benefit package
- An individual professional development plan
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